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Executive Summary 

Cyber-attacks have grown rapidly in the last few years and the energy 

sector has become a prime target for those attacks. In 2016, 20 

percent of incidents reported to the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) targeted the energy sector.1 Electricity is informally 

considered the most critical of the 16 critical infrastructure sectors 

designated by DHS; water, wastewater, communications, 

transportation and other parts of the energy sector all depend on 

reliable and secure electric power.2 Because of these 

interdependencies, a successful cyber-attack on the electric system 

could have serious secondary effects: disrupting power or fuel 

supplies, damaging specialized equipment, and jeopardizing public 

welfare. 

 

States are developing strategies for enhancing electric grid 

cybersecurity as they move toward a more modern, connected 

infrastructure. This white paper recommends seven actions for 

governors to consider in order to protect electricity infrastructure 

and personally identifiable information (PII):  

 

• Define Roles and Responsibilities and Coordinate Efforts 

• Incorporate Cybersecurity Roles and Responsibilities into 

Energy Assurance Planning 

• Protect Sensitive Information 

• Collaborate with Utility Regulators 

• Participate in Cyber Response Exercises 

• Leverage the National Guard and Civilian Workforce 

• Conduct Risk Assessments 

 

The paper also details roles and responsibilities for key state and 

industry stakeholders and catalogues important resources. 
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Introduction 

Cyber-attacks have grown rapidly in the last few years and the energy sector has become a prime target for 

those attacks. Between 2010 and 2016, the number of incidents reported to the Department of Homeland 

Security Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Respoonse Team (ICS-CERT) increased sixfold.3 In 

2016, the energy sector was the third-most targeted industry, accounting for 20 percent of reported incidents.4 

The consequences of a cyber-attack on the electricity system could be serious: disrupting power or fuel 

supplies, damaging specialized equipment, and jeopardizing public welfare.5 As governors consider and 

implement policies to support grid modernization, strategies to enhance cybersecurity should be a primary 

concern. 

 

Presidential Policy Directive 21 deems the energy sector and, by extension, electricity, “uniquely critical due 

to the enabling functions [it] provides across all critical infrastructure sectors.”6 Water, wastewater, 

communications, transportation and more rely on a reliable and secure supply of electric power. Because of 

these interdependencies, a successful cyber-attack on the electric system could have devastating cascading 

effects.  

 

According to the Council of Economic Advisors (CEA)  “a cyberattack on the electrical grid could have large-

scale economic impacts as infrastructure damages, loss in output, delayed production, spoiled inventory, and 

loss of wages all decrease productivity and earnings for the duration of the blackout.”7 The CEA adds that 

expansive or sustained power outages likely would impact heating and cooling systems, slow emergency 

response times, overstretch police, disrupt clean water and sewage operations, impede the Department of 

Defense, and weaken trust in government.8 

 

The National Governors Association recommends that governors consider the following seven strategies to 

inform the development of policies to protect electric infrastructure and PII from cyber incidents:   

 

• Define State Agency Roles and Responsibilities and Coordinate Preparedness Efforts 

• Incorporate Cybersecurity Roles and Responsibilities into Energy Security Planning 

• Protect Sensitive Information to Encourage Strategic Information Sharing with the Private Sector 

• Collaborate with Utility Regulators to Enhance their Cybersecurity Oversight 

• Participate in Cyber Exercises to Practice Response, Strengthen Communication, and Identify Areas 

for Improvement 

• Leverage and Expand the National Guard’s and Civilian Workforce’s Existing Cyber Expertise 

• Conduct Risk Assessments of Electricity Infrastructure 
 
Although the focus of this paper is on the electric system, some cybersecurity strategies and state examples 
also applicable to other aspects of the energy sector.  
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Cyber Strategies for Governors 

Define State Agency Roles and Responsibilities and Coordinate Preparedness Efforts  

Knowing who is responsible for what is paramount to effective planning and response. Governors are uniquely 

positioned to define roles and responsibilities and convene entities within their states to address the 

intergovernmental and cross-sector dimensions of electric grid security. The Roles and Responsibilities of Key 

Parties section below describes potential parties with whom governors should consider engaging. Oregon 

developed a comprehensive state energy assurance plan that coordinates nine state agencies and various 

federal and private partners to restore electricity,  fuel and natural gas in the event of an emergency.9 In this 

plan, responsibilities are clearly delineated -- for instance designating the Oregon Public Utilities Commission 

(PUC) as the lead agency during electric-system disruptions. Additional support agencies are enlisted as the 

risks and consequences increase.10 With respect to cybersecurity, the Oregon PUC and the Office of Emergency 

Management are the primary agencies responsible for planning, preparedness, response and recovery from 

breaches.11 In 2017, Vermont Governor Phil Scott issued an executive order that created a 10-member 

Governor’s Cybersecurity Advisory Team to provide advice on the state’s cybersecurity readiness, strategy and 

planning with members from the public and private sectors.12 The cross-disciplinary team is charged with 

developing a strategic plan and enhancing the relationships and lines of communication across federal, state 

and local governments, as well as the private sector. The focus of this group is cybersecurity broadly, with 

members that include state information technology and homeland security leads alongside other state officials 

and academic experts. Underscoring the criticality of cybersecurity in the electric sector, Gov. Scott also 

appointed the CEO of the Vermont Electric Power Company to serve as an advisor.13 

 

Governors also can facilitate private sector efforts by encouraging involvement in ongoing public sector 

information sharing and emergency response activities, such as those conducted through fusion centers. The 

nation’s 79 fusion centers gather intelligence on threats, including cyber-attacks, and serve as conduits for 

information sharing among federal, state and local governments; private companies; and law enforcement.14 

Each state has at least one state-designated fusion center. The remaining 29 reside in major cities and three 

territories. These venues can serve as important forums for the secure sharing of threats and other information 

between utilities and states. Former New Jersey Governor Chris Christie, for example, established the New 

Jersey Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Cell (NJCCIC) to act as the state’s clearinghouse for 

cybersecurity information sharing, threat intelligence, best practices and incident reporting.15 The NJCCIC 

facilitates information sharing with public- and private-sector entities. Further, in accordance with a New 

Jersey Board of Public Utilities order, electric distribution companies are required to establish cybersecurity 

programs consistent with frameworks put forth by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and Information Systems Audit and Control Association and to report 

cybersecurity incidents to the NJCCIC.16 

 

As governors delineate roles and work with the private sector, they also should be aware of changing federal 

authorities during a grid security emergency and the resulting impacts of potential emergency orders. 17 Under 

provisions of the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) of 2015, a presidential declaration 

of a Grid Security Emergency grants the Secretary of Energy emergency order authority to protect or restore 

the reliability of the electric grid from a physical or cyber-attack. This authority can include issuing waivers, 

obtaining special permits, providing access to classified information as needed, shielding entities from liability 

violations related to the Federal Power Act and FERC reliability standards, and other actions.18 Presidential 

Policy Directive 8 (PPD-8) assigns the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) as the lead to restore damaged 
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energy systems from cyber incidents requiring a federal response19 and PPD-41 directs DOE to assess business 

and operational impacts from a cyber incident on critical energy infrastructure.20  

 

Governors should direct their staffs to integrate DOE’s expanded authority in the event of a Grid Security 

Emergency into plans and documented roles and responsibilities. Further, governors should ensure that 

changing roles are tested through exercises (described later in this paper) so that the appropriate contacts are 

known and understood prior to an emergency occurring.  
 

Incorporate Cybersecurity Roles and Responsibilities into Energy Assurance Planning 

Energy assurance plans are important state resources that delineate how states can support a reliable, resilient 

energy supply. As governors seek to have their states develop or revise energy assurance plans, they should 

incorporate comprehensive strategies that address cybersecurity threats to energy supply and strategies to 

meet those threats.21 This includes documenting and defining roles and responsibilities in coordination with 

utilities, other private and federal entities, and state agencies. In the past, most energy assurance plans did 

not address cybersecurity threats because they were not well understood. Recently, states have begun 

updating their plans to reflect this new threat. Montana, for example, has incorporated planning for cyber 

threats into its plan, whereby responsibility for responding to cyber threats is led by the utilities, with oversight 

and support from state and federal agencies.22 In addition, the Montana Department of Justice operates the 

Montana All Threat Intelligence Center (MATIC) to facilitate cyber communication and threat response 

organization.23 Oklahoma’s state energy assurance plan describes private-sector cybersecurity plans, 

activities and resources. Cybersecurity responsibilities are delineated, along with a discussion of response and 

communications strategies during and after a cyber event.24  Other states that incorporate cybersecurity 

planning, practice and implementation into their energy assurance plans include California, Louisiana 

and Connecticut.25 

 

Protect Sensitive Information -- Including Classified Threat Information – to Encourage 

Private Sector Information Sharing 

Threat information sharing among public and private actors is critical to cyber threat detection, preparation 

and response. However, to facilitate information sharing, asset owners must be able to trust that sensitive 

information is securely managed, stored and protected from public disclosure. States may need to create 

additional protections or consider how to exempt sensitive electricity system data containing “engineering, 

vulnerability, or detailed design information” from public inquiry.26 This “critical energy infrastructure 

information” (CEII),1 includes locational data, security plans and vulnerability risk assessments. Often state 

regulators determine procedures for protecting CEII, including how to label and store data. While state public 

disclosure laws vary significantly, 30 states have various forms of open law protections for CEII, including 

Connecticut, Florida, Idaho and Kansas which include provisions to exempt sensitive cybersecurity-

related information.27 When determining how to exempt and secure CEII,  states can evaluate industry best 

practices and federal CEII protection rules promulgated by DOE and FERC.28 A forthcoming NGA white paper 

will provide more detail on this topic.  

 

                                                 
1 Terminology can vary, however this paper will refer to this information as CEII. 
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The map was developed with Esri’s mapping software based on data from the National Conference of State Legislatures.29 

 

Collaborate with Utility Regulators to Enhance their Cybersecurity Oversight 

Public utility commissions (PUCs) are key to improving state utility cybersecurity postures, through their 

oversight of parts of the electric utility industry, ability to authorize cost recovery for investments, and their 

roles during restoration and response activities. Governors can support grid cybersecurity by directing or 

encouraging PUCs to examine the adoption and deployment of new technologies or processes by regulated 

utilities. Governors also encourage PUCs to direct regulated entities to conduct cybersecurity assessments and 

audits to better understand their cybersecurity posture. For example, in 2013, Connecticut‘s Comprehensive 

Energy Strategy, signed by then-Governor Dan Malloy, directed the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority 

(PURA) to conduct a “cyber review” to assess the state’s electric, natural gas and water utilities’ cyber 

capabilities and recommend actions to strengthen deterrence.30 Following the review, PURA held technical 

meetings with utilities to review how they manage cyber risk. Through voluntary standards and guidelines, 

industry adopted utility-wide cyber updates and procedures to improve  expertise and help identify 

vulnerabilities.31 The New York Public Service Commission’s Office of Utility Security (OUS) conducts 

quarterly on-site security audits of utilities to evaluate the effectiveness of their cybersecurity systems.32 The 

OUS typically evaluates utility cybersecurity measures by comparing them to the North American Electric 

Reliability Corporation’s (NERC) Critical Infrastructure Protection standards. 

 

Given the complexity of the issue, utility regulators, who must evaluate utility investments for potential rate 

recovery, may find it difficult to accurately assess the cost of cybersecurity investments and evaluate them in 

the context of  the “used and useful” criteria of traditional cost-of-service ratemaking.33 It is therefore essential 

that PUCs understand the latest cybersecurity technologies, cybersecurity standards and the cost of 

investments, and continuously evaluate and refresh the knowledge of PUC staff.  The resource section below 

includes guidance to that end. 
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Participate in Cyber Exercises to Practice Response, Strengthen Communication, and Identify 

Areas for Improvement 

Exercises simulating cyber-attacks can help government and utilities practice coordinated responses, identify 

gaps or misalignments in plans, strengthen communication channels, and address areas for improvement.34 

They can be an efficient way to test security and response with limited resources.35 Some utilities conduct 

internal cyber exercises or partner with other organizations including academia, technology companies, 

vendors and other utilities to identify vulnerabilities and response strategies where results may be reported 

back to state regulators.36 Other exercises test coordination more broadly across industry, federal, state, local 

and international entities. One well-recognized cross-sector exercise, GridEx, convenes thousands of industry 

and government participants over multiple days every two years to test the electricity sector’s ability to 

respond to cyber and physical attacks.37 Another exercise to stress test the nation’s energy infrastructure and 

strengthen regional cooperation is Liberty Eclipse, which consists of cyber-attack scenarios on critical energy 

infrastructure and convenes stakeholders from federal, state and local governments, the electricity and oil and 

natural gas industry, as well as other key partners.38 Governors can ensure their states participate in regional 

and national exercises, direct state agencies to conduct collaborative local or regional exercises, and 

implementing recommendations described in after-action reports.39 The 2014 New York State Critical 

Infrastructure Cybersecurity Exercise involved more than 120 participants from 13 utilities, industry 

organizations, federal, state, local and tribal governments.40 The scenario tested incident response capabilities 

through a mock cyber-attack on critical infrastructure affecting energy delivery systems.  

 

Leverage the National Guard’s and Civilian Workforce’s Existing Cyber Expertise 

Governors may want to engage National Guard units that can provide valuable support and expertise in 

preparation for and during a grid emergency, particularly if they have a dedicated cyber unit. As of the 

beginning of 2019, the National Guard had close to 4,000 cyber service members in 59 cyber units in 38 

states.41   These units, which operate on a part-time basis in support of their respective states, are trained to 

joint standards established by the U.S. Cyber Command and are utilized in a variety of ways.42 The U.S. Cyber 

Command also has new authority to defend critical infrastructure but its role has not yet been defined. 

Governors and states should stay abreast as those roles are defined. For example, in 2015, the Washington 

National Guard conducted a “red team” operation to expose cyber vulnerabilities at the Snohomish County 

Public Utility District (SnoPUD). The National Guard, SnoPUD and other government and private-sector 

members formed the Energy Sector Cybersecurity Working Group and published the Cybersecurity Guide for 

the Critical Infrastructure of Washington State.43 The guide is based on the National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) cybersecurity framework and assists small and medium utilities, as well as municipal 

and cooperative electricity utilities that lack the capacity to invest in expensive cyber defenses. Michigan’s 

National Guard is developing cyber units by leveraging individuals in the National Guard Reserve with 

experience in the cyber field.44 They are augmenting this through the Cyber Civilian Corp (MiC3) consisting 

of trained expert volunteers to serve as a rapid response team that can “provide mutual aid to government, 

education, and business organizations” in the event of a cyber emergency.45  NGA has a detailed case study of 

the MiC3 on its Cyber Resource Center website.46  

 

Conduct Risk Assessments 

Risk assessments of cyber threats and vulnerabilities across the electricity sector can help states protect critical 

infrastructure and make informed investment decisions.47 Risk assessments help identify threats, gauge the 

likelihood of occurrence, identify the potential impacts, and inform the development of protection and 

mitigation plans. At the direction of the governor, governors’ homeland security advisors and state chief 

information security officers – in partnership with state energy officials and utility regulators – should 
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determine where risk assessments are needed, who should conduct the assessment, and what methodology 

should be used.48 States can develop risk assessments internally, contract with the private sector, or leverage 

federal resources. For example, West Virginia passed the Secure WV Act, which includes a requirement that 

state agencies undergo cyber risk assessments and exempts cyber risk information from public disclosure. 49 

States also encourage electric-sector participants to include risk management practices in their operations. 

For example, the California Public Utility Commission’s Risk Assessment and Safety Advisory (RASA) 

Section develops risk assessments and informs commission proceedings to ensure “regulated entities 

integrate risk analysis and risk management practices into their current operations, future planning, and 

decision-making processes.”50 States also can use the Nationwide Cybersecurity Review, operated by the 

Center for Internet Security and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, to identify gaps and capabilities 

of state cybersecurity programs.51 

 

The DOE Office of Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and Emergency Response (CESER) is leading a State 

Energy Risk Assessment Initiative to increase states’ understanding of energy infrastructure risk and inform 

investment decisions, resilience strategies and asset management. The initiative intends to instill a culture of 

energy risk management in state entities, integrate energy risk assessments into existing state energy 

assurance plans (EAPs), and promote transparent and defensible investment and mitigation decisions.52 This 

initiative is a collaborative effort with the National Governors Association, the National Association of State 

Energy Officials, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners and the National Conference 

of State Legislatures. 
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Roles and Responsibilities of Key Parties 

Because grid security is a multidisciplinary, multi-sector challenge, confronting sophisticated threats, it 

demands a strategic approach that leverages distinct expertise, resources and functions from across the public 

and private sectors. This section describes the responsibilities of key state, industry and federal entities for 

electric-sector cybersecurity planning and response. 

 

Governors and State Officials 

States are critical partners in identifying threats, enhancing cybersecurity, and coordinating response and 

recovery efforts. Securing the electric grid requires support and coordination from numerous state 

participants, including governors, emergency managers, law enforcement officers, homeland security 

officials, utility commissioners and energy officials.  

 

As the chief executive officers of their states, governors implement state laws, oversee the operation of the 

state executive branch, and ensure their states are adequately prepared for all emergencies and disasters. As 

such, governors are uniquely positioned to convene state agencies and stakeholders as well as counterparts 

from neighboring states to enhance communication and align cybersecurity policies and plans. 

 

Sharing cyber threat and vulnerability information between state, industry and federal partners is a core 

mitigation and response function.53 Governors play an integral role by ensuring state agencies take advantage 

of information sharing opportunities between government and industry. Additionally, each state and three of 

the five territories operate state-designated fusion centers. Fusion centers are designed to encourage 

interagency and intergovernmental cooperation. They receive, integrate and analyze information and 

intelligence from federal, state and local authorities.54 

 

Broadly, states have regulatory authority over retail sales of electricity, electric generation and distribution 

facilities, and are vital to ensuring their security. State public utility commissions (PUCs), whose 

commissioners are appointed by the governor in all but 14 states (where they are elected), independently 

regulate all investor-owned and some consumer-owned utilities (municipal utilities and rural electric 

cooperatives).55 These regulated utilities must seek approval to recover investments, including for 

cybersecurity, through consumer rates.56 Although PUCs are independent, opportunities exist for governors 

to appropriately support regulatory outcomes, for example by directing PUCs to evaluate the security of state-

regulated utilities and offer recommendations to strengthen cyber defenses. 

 

Industry  

States should coordinate with the private sector to develop emergency response and risk communications 

plans for cyber incidents affecting privately owned systems or infrastructure.57 Most of the nation’s energy 

infrastructure is privately owned and operated, which tasks the private sector with vital responsibilities for 

managing cybersecurity risks.58 Electric utilities are thus responsible for a number of crucial functions, 

including protecting assets and detecting, responding and recovering from cyber incidents.59 To coordinate 

and manage these challenges, the electricity industry has coalesced around several entities to leverage 

collective knowledge and resources. Governors should understand these industry resources, groups and 

activities to identify how they align with state organizations and plans and to identify optimal forums for 

coordination and information sharing. Further, by working with industry, governors can better coordinate 

response and restoration efforts should an attack occur. A brief description of the relevant organizations and 

programs follows. 
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The Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC) serves as the primary security 

communications channel, gathering, analyzing, and sharing security and threat information for the electric 

sector and coordinating with other industry and government partners.60 The E-ISAC is operated by NERC but 

is organizationally isolated from NERC’s enforcement processes. The E-ISAC manages the Cybersecurity Risk 

Information Sharing Program (CRISP) to enable “bi-directional sharing of unclassified and classified threat 

information and to develop situational awareness tools that enhance the sector’s ability to identify, prioritize, 

and coordinate the protection of critical infrastructure.”61 CRISP enables energy-sector owners and operators 

to voluntarily share near-real-time network data with each other and government by installing passive sensors 

called Information Sharing Devices (ISDs). The ISDs share encrypted data for classified, intelligence-enriched 

analysis by DOE and non-classified analysis by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. This dual analysis 

is used to identify cyber threat patterns and attack indicators, which then sent as alerts and mitigation 

measures back to owners and operators through the E-ISAC.62 CRISP’s 26 participating utilities account for 

three-quarters of U.S. electricity customers.63 Of note, the E-ISAC and Multi-State ISAC (MS-ISAC: the main 

cybersecurity resource for state, local, tribal and territorial governments, including chief information officers, 

Homeland Security advisors and fusion centers) recently agreed to improve information sharing between the 

two organizations and their members.64 As discussed in the “strategies” section above, states need to ensure 

information obtained from the private sector is protected and stored properly. 

 

The Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council (ESCC) consists of electric-sector industry executives and 

interacts closely with the Energy Government Coordinating Council (EGCC),which includes federal and state 

government participation, to serve as the principal liaison between the federal government and electric power 

sector leaders.65 The ESCC supports industry-led initiatives to “facilitate coordination with the government 

and other critical infrastructure sectors; improve information sharing capabilities, tools and technologies; and 

enhance resilience, response and recovery efforts.”66 2 

 

The Cyber Mutual Assistance (CMA) Program is a relatively new industry initiative composed of cyber experts 

that “provide voluntary assistance to other participating entities in advance of, or in the event of, a disruption 

of electric or natural gas service, systems and/or IT infrastructure due to a cyber emergency.”67 Participants 

of the CMA Program cover approximately 80 percent of U.S. electricity customers.68 

 

                                                 
2 There is also an Oil and Gas Subsector Coordinating Council for those portions of the energy sector, which addresses similar and 
overlapping issues. 

Energy Emergency Assurance Coordinators 

The Energy Emergency Assurance Coordinators (EEAC) program is a cooperative effort between the 
National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO), the National Association of Regulatory 
Utility Commissioners (NARUC), the National Governors Association (NGA), the National 
Emergency Management Association (NEMA), and the DOE’s Office of Cybersecurity, Energy 
Security, and Emergency Response (CESER), Infrastructure Security and Energy Restoration (ISER) 
Division to support timely communication and information sharing during energy emergencies.1 
Through the EEAC, each state assigns primary and secondary contacts for each energy source and 
provides DOE assessments of energy markets during an energy supply disruption or emergency. In 
turn, the states receive DOE assessments and situation reports, facilitating situational awareness 
across the states, federal government and industry. 
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Federal Government 

The federal government is a critical partner in electric-sector cybersecurity, including its role in sharing 

intelligence and best practices, developing standards, coordinating preparation activities, and responding to 

incidents. Additionally, federal authorities offer states a wealth of knowledge and resources to detect, prevent 

and investigate cyber-attacks.69 Multiple agencies help perform these functions with various degrees of 

authority. These roles have changed over time and adjustments may continue as the cyber risk landscape 

evolves. 

 

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) manages the federal effort to promote critical infrastructure 

security and resilience. DHS operates the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center 

(NCCIC), which acts as a national fusion center and provides federal, states, local officials cybersecurity 

information, analysis, training and exercise support. NCCIC focuses on cyber defense and incident response 

and coordinates with the E-ISAC.70 

 

DOE is the lead agency (known as the Sector Specific Agency or SSA) for the energy sector and for 

cybersecurity in the energy sector.71 In the event or imminent threat of a cyber-attack that disrupts grid 

reliability, the President can declare a grid security emergency.72 This declaration enables the Secretary of 

Energy to, among other things, order electricity asset owners or operators to protect or restore critical electric 

infrastructure and share classified information.73 DOE recently established the Office of Cybersecurity, Energy 

Security, and Emergency Response (CESER)74 to lead emergency preparedness and coordinated response to 

disruptions to the energy sector from cyber and physical attacks.75  

 

In 2013, DHS developed the National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) 2013 to guide the national effort 

to manage risks to critical infrastructure. DHS also developed the National Cyber Incident Response Plan 

(NCIRP), in accordance with PPD-41, which articulates the roles and responsibilities, capabilities and 

coordinating structures that support response and recovery from significant cyber incidents.76 The ESCC and 

its public-sector counterpart, the EGCC, are the backbone of the NIPP. The EGCC,  led by DOE and co-chaired 

by DHS, coordinates interagency and cross-jurisdictional reliability and resiliency efforts.77 It includes state, 

local and tribal governments and international partners from Canada and Mexico.78  

 

As the SSA, DOE developed the Energy Sector-Specific Plan to “help guide and integrate the sector’s 

continuous effort to improve the security and resilience of its critical infrastructure.”79 In 2018, DOE released 

the DOE Multiyear Plan for Energy Sector Cybersecurity to strengthen energy sector preparedness, coordinate 

incident response and recovery, and accelerate research, development and demonstration of resilient energy 

delivery systems.80 Included in the plan is a goal to update DOE’s 2014 Electricity Subsector Cybersecurity 

Capability Maturity Model (C2M2), which helps utilities and grid operators assess cybersecurity capabilities 

and coordinate investments.81 DOE also tracks cyber events, requiring utilities to file a report if an incident 

interrupts electrical system operations.82  

 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) oversees the reliability of the bulk power system and 

approves mandatory cybersecurity reliability standards proposed by NERC.83 Violators of the reliability 

standards are subject to civil fines of up to $1 million per violation per day. FERC’s authority is largely limited 

to wholesale power sales and the transmission of electricity in interstate commerce. Consequently, local 

distribution systems do not have to follow the federal reliability standards.84 
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The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) is a nonprofit regulatory authority that is the 

officially delegated Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) for North America, subject to oversight by FERC 

in the United States.85 It is responsible for developing and enforcing reliability standards of the bulk electric 

power system in North America, including cybersecurity standards.  

 

 
Resources  

State Resources 

NGA Resource Center on State Cybersecurity, which includes numerous factsheets and resources on critical 

infrastructure including the electricity sector and materials from Governor Terry McAuliffe’s 2016-2017 

Chair’s Initiative on cybersecurity: https://www.nga.org/bestpractices/divisions/hsps/statecyber/  

 

NGA publication on the state’s role in enhancing the cybersecurity of energy systems:    

https://classic.nga.org/cms/home/nga-center-for-best-practices/center-publications/page-eet-

publications/col2-content/main-content-list/state-roles-in-enhancing-the-cyb.html  

 

NGA publication offering actions governors can take to improve cybersecurity: 

https://classic.nga.org/files/live/sites/NGA/files/pdf/2013/1309_Act_and_Adjust_Paper.pdf 

 

NGA memorandum comparing the 22 states that established governance bodies tasked with identifying the 

cyber threats facing their state and the avenues to mitigating those threats:  

https://ci.nga.org/files/live/sites/ci/files/1617/docs/TaskForceMemoFinal.pdf  

 

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) comprehensive cybersecurity primer for 

state regulators: 

https://pubs.naruc.org/pub/66D17AE4-A46F-B543-58EF-68B04E8B180F 

 

NARUC Cybersecurity Strategy Development Guide to support state regulators in developing cybersecurity 

strategies. The document aims to guide PUC interactions with utilities on issues related to cybersecurity. 

https://pubs.naruc.org/pub/8C1D5CDD-A2C8-DA11-6DF8-FCC89B5A3204  

 

National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO) guidelines on state energy assurance plans and 

specific guidance on smart grid and cybersecurity issues: 

https://www.naseo.org/eaguidelines 

https://www.naseo.org/data/sites/1/documents/publications/NASEO_Smart_Grid_and_Cyber_Security_

for_Energy_Assurance_rev_November_2011.pdf 

 

Cooperative agreement on the Energy Emergency Assurance Coordinators program and information on how 

to nominate individuals: 

https://www.naseo.org/eeac  

 

National Conference of State Legislators (NCSL) overview of State Efforts to Protect the Electric Grid: 

http://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/state-efforts-to-protect-the-electric-grid.aspx#Cybersecurity  

 

 

https://www.nga.org/bestpractices/divisions/hsps/statecyber/
https://classic.nga.org/cms/home/nga-center-for-best-practices/center-publications/page-eet-publications/col2-content/main-content-list/state-roles-in-enhancing-the-cyb.html
https://classic.nga.org/cms/home/nga-center-for-best-practices/center-publications/page-eet-publications/col2-content/main-content-list/state-roles-in-enhancing-the-cyb.html
https://classic.nga.org/files/live/sites/NGA/files/pdf/2013/1309_Act_and_Adjust_Paper.pdf
https://ci.nga.org/files/live/sites/ci/files/1617/docs/TaskForceMemoFinal.pdf
https://pubs.naruc.org/pub/66D17AE4-A46F-B543-58EF-68B04E8B180F
https://pubs.naruc.org/pub/8C1D5CDD-A2C8-DA11-6DF8-FCC89B5A3204
https://www.naseo.org/eaguidelines
https://www.naseo.org/data/sites/1/documents/publications/NASEO_Smart_Grid_and_Cyber_Security_for_Energy_Assurance_rev_November_2011.pdf
https://www.naseo.org/data/sites/1/documents/publications/NASEO_Smart_Grid_and_Cyber_Security_for_Energy_Assurance_rev_November_2011.pdf
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NCSL Budgeting for Cybersecurity:  

http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/budgeting-for-

cybersecurity.aspx  

 

NCSL State Cybersecurity Training for State Employees: 

http://www.ncsl.org/ncsl-in-dc/standing-committees/law-criminal-justice-and-public-safety/state-

cybersecurity-training-for-state-employees.aspx  

 

NCSL Cyber Mutual Assistance (CMA) Program Information: 

http://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/cybersecurity/Documents/Cyber%20Mutual%20Assistance%20Progra

m.pdf 

 
Federal Resources 

Department of Homeland Security’s Energy Specific Plan (2015): 

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/nipp-ssp-energy-2015-508.pdf 

 

Department of Energy’s Electricity Subsector Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (2014): 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/02/f7/ES-C2M2-v1-1-Feb2014.pdf 

 

National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) framework for securing critical infrastructure: 

https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cyberframework/cybersecurity-framework-021214.pdf 

 

Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity Evaluation Tool (CSET) that helps users assess their cyber 

readiness:  

https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/Assessments 

 

The National Cyber Incident Response Plan (NCIRP) articulates the roles and responsibilities, capabilities 

and coordinating structures that support response and recovery from significant cyber incidents: 

https://grants.nhisac.org/BackgroundData/2016_NCIRP_National_Cyber_Incident_ResponsePlan.pdf 

 

State-Specific Resources 

Publication by the National Association of State Energy Officials on Michigan’s Cyber Initiative: 

http://www.naseo.org/data/sites/1/documents/publications/Michigan%20Cyber%20Profile%2012-29-

15%20final%20draft%20copy.pdf 

 

Washington State’s plan for cyber emergencies, including the role of the National Guard:  

https://mil.wa.gov/uploads/pdf/PLANS/wastatesignificantcyberincidentannex20150324.pdf 

 

Washington State’s Cybersecurity Guide for Critical Infrastructure: 

https://www.snopud.com/Site/Content/Documents/cyber/Cybersecurity_WA_915.pdf 

 

Connecticut’s Public Utilities Regulatory Authority plan for cyber emergency and standards: 

http://www.ct.gov/pura/lib/pura/electric/cyber_report_041414.pdf 
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